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This best-selling 200-page paperback book has been formatted especially for easy use and
navigation on the Kindle. It features clickable cross-reference links to recipes and techniques
throughout the book, along with helpful photographs.The Back-Country Kitchen will appeal to all
outdoors enthusiasts who prepare meals in the wild, but especially to those who want to pack
their own lightweight meals. It contains over 150 tested, unique recipes including camp breads,
hearty chowders, one-pot main dishes, desserts, beverages... even adaptations of international
favorites, as well as special recipes using fresh-caught fish.Beat the cost of freeze-dried meals!
You'll learn how to pack your own flavorful, lightweight mixes from readily bought ingredients;
you'll also learn how to add variety to your menu by drying foods at home (the book includes
complete, easy instructions for drying vegetables, fruits and meat in your oven or in a small
dehydrator).Learn special camp cooking techniques, including open-fire cookery, using a camp
oven, and meal management with a single-burner stove.Here are just a few of the recipes you'll
find in The Back-Country Kitchen:• BREAKFASTS including Blueberry Scones, Southwestern
Omelette, Maple-Stewed Apples and Breakfast Tortilla Roll-Ups• CAMP BREADS including
Beer-Rye Campfire Bannock, Italian Stick Bread, Chinese Scallion Bread and Rosemary-
Parmesan Focaccia• SOUPS including Borscht, Potato-Dill Chowder, Beef-Barley Soup with
Caraway Dumplings and Clam Chowder• SIDE DISHES including Hopping John, Tabouli Salad,
Ramen-Cabbage Salad, Beets and Carrots with Lemon-Thyme Sauce and Herbed Vegetables
Roasted in Foil• MAIN DISHES including Upside-Down Sloppy Joes, Chicken with Stuffing and
Gravy, Mushroom Spaghetti and Lentil-Bulgur Chili• INTERNATIONAL-STYLE RECIPES
including Frijoles Borrachos, Trail Kung Pao Chicken, Hunan-Style Lamb Stir-Fry and Indian
Chicken with Potatoes• FISH AND GAME RECIPES including Northwoods Guide's Fish Fry,
Easy Rack-Grilled Fish, Cajun Venison Tenderloin and Grouse à la King• BEVERAGES and
DESSERTS including "Dreamsicle" Shake, Spicy Tomato Juice/Bloody Mary Mix, Cheesecake-
in-a-Bowl and English Muffin Pies• MISCELLANEOUS DISHES and make-at-home dishes such
as Garlic Heads Roasted in Foil, Hummus, Red Wine Biscotti and Breakfast CookiesWhether
you explore the wilderness from a canoe, mountain bike or on foot--even if you just enjoy getting
away from it all for a weekend at your favorite campground--this book will show you new ways to
add excitement and taste to every back-country meal.
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raised in a Chicago suburb, in a family that had more interest in the opera, politics and theology
than in the White Sox, camping or fishing. I remember being totally awestruck when, during a
summer trip to visit relatives in Colorado, my Uncle Bob showed me how to catch cutthroat trout
out of a mountain stream. But that was the total of my “wilderness experience” until I attended
college in northern Wisconsin.One thing that I did grow up with, however, was an appreciation
for good food. I remember going to my Italian grandmother’s house, where you could slip into the
bedroom and admire the homemade, hand-cut noodles she had spread out to dry on a towel on
the bed (her kitchen was so very small, yet she prepared such incredible meals in it!). My Italian
grandfather made a traditional Abruzzi pasta sauce every Sunday, laden with garlicky meatballs,
beef chuck and pork country-style ribs. On the other side of the family, my German grandmother
was known all over town for her wonderful, flaky pies, her hot potato salad, and special “bidits,” a
delightful German pastry she laboriously prepared every Christmas. And although my mother
claims that she hates to cook, I remember her fixing a variety of interesting dishes, from veal
scaloppine, to eggs scrambled with onions and matzohs, to the most wonderful, thick lentil soup
I’ve ever had. From all of these talented cooks, I was put on the culinary trail at an early
age.While in college, I became interested in fishing, and later, hunting. I added things like fresh
walleye with morel mushroom sauce, antelope loin seared with black cherries, and ruffed grouse
with duxelles to my repertoire. I learned to make game sausages, and to smoke all sorts of
foods, both domestic and wild. But please don’t get the impression that all I fix is “fancy” foods. I
get just as much pleasure from a plate of well-prepared macaroni and cheese as I do from a
tureen of bouillabaisse … well, almost as much!When I first started camping, naturally, I wanted
to bring as much of this good stuff with me into the wilderness as possible. I searched out
interesting and exotic-sounding pre-packaged freeze-dried dinners. But after trying a few of
them, they all seemed rather similar; and the flavors and textures were blander than I liked. I
realized there had to be something that was better, that would still be easy to prepare on the trail
but also flavorful and satisfying, more suited to my taste and style of cooking.So I bought every
book I could find that had camping recipes in it. Although a few were very helpful, I was surprised
and disappointed when I realized many of them simply contained regular recipes like pot roast,
whole roast turkey, and casseroles that had to be cooked for hours on a campfire. That sure
didn’t fit with my idea of camping—or with my camping schedule! Others relied almost
exclusively on canned food (“pour a can of tomato soup, a can of corn, and a can of beef stew
into a pot, and cook for 20 minutes… ”), which didn’t match my style of cooking at all. Still others
were really backyard-barbecuing cookbooks; interesting, but not what I was looking for.I finally
decided to pack my own lightweight recipe pre-mixes. A few of the books were very helpful at the



beginning, and I soon developed my own repertoire of camping foods that are easy to pack,
easy to cook at camp, and delicious. As time went on, I even expanded my list of camping mixes
to include adaptations of some international favorites.Much of the camping we do is associated
with fishing or hunting trips. Sometimes, we have access to conveniences like ice, unlimited
water, and charcoal grills. On these trips, food weight is generally not much of a problem, and we
can carry perishable foods with relative ease. Other trips are more restrictive; we need to pack a
week’s worth of food into a rucksack, and heavy, fresh food has to be eliminated or severely
reduced. Many of our trips are into Minnesota’s Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness,
where cans and bottles are not allowed; dried foods are the staple, augmented with fresh fish
and possibly some foraged fruits, greens or mushrooms.My style of outdoor cooking changes to
suit the needs of the particular trip. When we’re fishing, I plan most meals around fresh fish, but I
pack a “contingency” meal in case the fish aren’t cooperating. For big-game hunting trips, I
generally plan on a meal of tenderloin for the first night in deer or antelope camp, and base the
other dishes around that; if grouse, ducks or whatever are the quarry, the meal plan changes
accordingly and I’ll pack the makings for grouse à la king over biscuits, grilled pheasant breast
skewers, or whatever strikes my fancy at the time. Since the weather is as unpredictable as the
fishing, I always pack alternate meals that can be cooked very quickly over the portable stove or
a minimum fire, in case of rain or cold, windy weather; at times like that, I don’t want to stand
under a flapping tarp for an hour in driving sleet, trying to make a complicated dish! Other times,
we have a more leisurely schedule, and it’s fun to concoct a more elaborate meal.Whether the
recipe is simple or complex, I do as much of the ingredient preparation at home, in advance, as I
can. Even if the recipe simply involves combining various staples with, for example, dry soup
mix, I’ll do this at home and re-package the ingredients into plastic zipper-style bags, or seal
them with a vacuum food-packaging system. There are several good reasons for this. First, it
allows me to doctor the seasonings to my taste: to use more or less of that soup mix, add a little
curry powder or dried herbs, or whatever seems appropriate. Second, re-packaging organizes
the ingredients and prevents me from forgetting a key ingredient—ground beef stroganoff is
pretty dull without some hearty dried mushrooms, for example, and if you have forgotten to pack
some, you’re out of luck. Third, and perhaps most importantly, it eliminates unnecessary
packaging, which adds bulk and weight, and creates trash that either needs to be burned or
packed out. The foil packages that most freeze-dried camping dinners come in are bulky to pack
out, and are pretty tough to burn, even if fires are allowed where you are camping. The zipper
bags I use are handy for many things around camp after the food is gone; they’re lightweight and
easy to transport out in the bottom of the food pack; and I re-use them on other camping trips
over the course of the season. When they finally get punctured or too beat up to use again, I take
them to the plastic-bag recycling bin at the grocery store, where they eventually find another life
as a molded park bench, trash container, or other useful item. Vacuum bags can be re-washed
and used several times, although they get shorter each time because the end of the bag is
melted together during sealing and must be cut off to empty the contents.
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beginning, and I soon developed my own repertoire of camping foods that are easy to pack,
easy to cook at camp, and delicious. As time went on, I even expanded my list of camping mixes
to include adaptations of some international favorites.Much of the camping we do is associated
with fishing or hunting trips. Sometimes, we have access to conveniences like ice, unlimited
water, and charcoal grills. On these trips, food weight is generally not much of a problem, and we
can carry perishable foods with relative ease. Other trips are more restrictive; we need to pack a
week’s worth of food into a rucksack, and heavy, fresh food has to be eliminated or severely
reduced. Many of our trips are into Minnesota’s Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness,
where cans and bottles are not allowed; dried foods are the staple, augmented with fresh fish
and possibly some foraged fruits, greens or mushrooms.My style of outdoor cooking changes to
suit the needs of the particular trip. When we’re fishing, I plan most meals around fresh fish, but I
pack a “contingency” meal in case the fish aren’t cooperating. For big-game hunting trips, I
generally plan on a meal of tenderloin for the first night in deer or antelope camp, and base the
other dishes around that; if grouse, ducks or whatever are the quarry, the meal plan changes
accordingly and I’ll pack the makings for grouse à la king over biscuits, grilled pheasant breast
skewers, or whatever strikes my fancy at the time. Since the weather is as unpredictable as the
fishing, I always pack alternate meals that can be cooked very quickly over the portable stove or
a minimum fire, in case of rain or cold, windy weather; at times like that, I don’t want to stand
under a flapping tarp for an hour in driving sleet, trying to make a complicated dish! Other times,
we have a more leisurely schedule, and it’s fun to concoct a more elaborate meal.Whether the
recipe is simple or complex, I do as much of the ingredient preparation at home, in advance, as I
can. Even if the recipe simply involves combining various staples with, for example, dry soup
mix, I’ll do this at home and re-package the ingredients into plastic zipper-style bags, or seal
them with a vacuum food-packaging system. There are several good reasons for this. First, it
allows me to doctor the seasonings to my taste: to use more or less of that soup mix, add a little
curry powder or dried herbs, or whatever seems appropriate. Second, re-packaging organizes
the ingredients and prevents me from forgetting a key ingredient—ground beef stroganoff is
pretty dull without some hearty dried mushrooms, for example, and if you have forgotten to pack
some, you’re out of luck. Third, and perhaps most importantly, it eliminates unnecessary
packaging, which adds bulk and weight, and creates trash that either needs to be burned or
packed out. The foil packages that most freeze-dried camping dinners come in are bulky to pack
out, and are pretty tough to burn, even if fires are allowed where you are camping. The zipper
bags I use are handy for many things around camp after the food is gone; they’re lightweight and
easy to transport out in the bottom of the food pack; and I re-use them on other camping trips
over the course of the season. When they finally get punctured or too beat up to use again, I take
them to the plastic-bag recycling bin at the grocery store, where they eventually find another life
as a molded park bench, trash container, or other useful item. Vacuum bags can be re-washed
and used several times, although they get shorter each time because the end of the bag is
melted together during sealing and must be cut off to empty the contents.Throughout this book,



you’ll find a variety of recipe styles. It’s my hope that there’s plenty here for everyone, from the
angler who usually doesn’t go near the kitchen, to the experienced gourmand who enjoys
tinkering with ingredients and tailoring recipes to taste. Some recipes use ingredients that are
readily available at the grocery store or outdoor specialty store; these recipes are marked with
the shopping-cart “convenience” symbol. Others require home dehydrating, either in your oven
or a purchased dehydrator; these recipes are marked with the “dehydrating” symbol (see
Chapter 2 for complete, detailed dehydrating instructions and information). Other symbols with
each recipe give additional information. They tell you if the dish is very easy to prepare at camp,
or if it is somewhat complex. You’ll be able to tell at a glance if the recipe has to be cooked over a
campfire or charcoal grill, or if a special camper’s oven is needed. And if a recipe requires that
you carry canned food, a symbol will alert you to that. This is a cookbook, so doesn’t deal with
pitching tents, portaging a canoe, fishing techniques, or any of that. There are lots of books that
deal thoroughly with those subjects; I wanted to concentrate strictly on recipes and outdoor
cooking techniques. You will find information in this book on things like selecting and using camp
stoves, how to build and cook with a campfire, how to pack food and kitchen gear efficiently, and
other things that directly relate to the back-country kitchen.Whether you’re hiking, canoeing,
fishing, or just picnicking, I think you’ll find a special satisfaction from preparing and eating your
own home-packaged meals. After all, when you’re out enjoying the great outdoors, shouldn’t
your dinner be as good as the scenery?Chapter OnePlanning the Back-Country MenuPractical
meal planning is one of the primary keys to an enjoyable camping trip. Being outdoors all day
seems to increase the appetite, and in fact, unless your regular occupation requires a lot of
physical exertion, you’ll need more calories during your camping trip than you do in your usual
daily routine. Complex carbohydrates like those found in grains, pasta, rice, vegetables, and
fruits are the body’s best source of energy and stamina. Sugar provides simple carbohydrates,
which give a burst of short-lived energy but little staying power; use sweets in moderation, or as
an emergency energy booster. Protein provides long-lasting energy; sources include meat,
cheese and other milk products, fish, legumes, nuts, and eggs. Fat is a very dense source of
calories, and some fat is necessary to keep bodily systems functioning smoothly; during cold
weather, additional fat provides the calories needed to stay warm. Camping food, especially
dried, is generally low-fat; the majority of the fat in the camper’s diet will come from cooking oil
and butter, nuts, cheese, bacon, sausage, and peanut butter.Variety is important in the camper’s
menu, both for enjoyment and nutritional balance. Build your menu on complex carbohydrates,
with some protein and a little fat. Vegetables and fruits, in addition to providing complex
carbohydrates, supply needed vitamins and fiber, and add variety to the menu; they’re also
necessary to properly regulate many bodily functions.If your trip is short, or weight is not a factor
(as in car camping), you can include fresh vegetables, fruits, meat, and even canned goods in
your daily menu plan. I’ve seen lots of books supposedly written for campers that simply tell you
how to combine various cans of this and that to make a meal. Unfortunately, this doesn’t
generally work with my style of camping. Weight of the canned goods is often a problem; cans



make bulky, messy, bear-attracting garbage; and cans are not allowed in the Boundary Waters
Canoe Area (a common destination for us). Plus, I don’t particularly like to cook that way; there
are only a few canned staples I use at home, and I don’t want to lower my eating standards just
because I’m out in the back country. Canoeists and other campers who need lightweight, non-
refrigerated foods often bring fresh meat and vegetables for the first night out, and rely primarily
on dried foods (commercially packed freeze-dried meals as well as home-dried foods) and a few
hardy vegetables for the remainder of the trip. Home-drying is a great way to add variety to your
camping menu, because you can dry foods that aren’t usually available in freeze-dried form.
Home-dried foods also cost less than freeze-dried foods, although many take longer to
rehydrate. See Chapter 2 for instructions on home-drying vegetables, fruits, and meat.When
you’re planning each meal, also consider the number and type of cooking pots you have, as well
as the time and fire it will take to cook each dish. If you’re traveling light and have only a medium
skillet, a 2-quart pot, and a small teapot, don’t plan on having fried fish and hash browns at the
same meal; your single medium skillet won’t do the job. Instead, plan on cooking the fish in foil
over a campfire; then, the skillet will be free for the hash browns. If you won’t be having a
campfire, use the skillet to fry the fish, and prepare a hearty potato chowder, or maybe a pasta
dish, in the 2-quart pot. Some suggestions for menus that work well together are given at the
end of this chapter.The majority of the camping I do is related to fishing trips, and during a
fishing trip I always plan on fresh fish for some meals. But I also bring along contingency dishes,
in case fishing is lousy. I can always bring back the unused food, and since it’s lightweight, it isn’t
a big deal to carry an extra bag or two; but it usually isn’t convenient to run to the local store to
pick up a some hamburger if the walleyes weren’t cooperating. And I hate going to bed hungry!
Weather is another unknown, and I always pack a few meals that are easy to pull together in bad
weather. It’s terribly frustrating to have an elaborate dish planned for dinner, and to have to deal
with it during a raging gale or a snowstorm because you don’t have a simpler choice
available.For easy navigation on your Kindle, here is a list of sections in this chapter; click on any
link to go to that section.Packing Recipe Pre-MixesCarrying Fresh Meat, Vegetables, and
FruitsEggs, Cheese, and Other ProteinsChoosing Rice, Pasta, and Other StarchesAbout Butter,
Bacon Fat, and Cooking OilWater and Other Wet StuffThe Daily Menu PlanPacking Recipe Pre-
MixesSome of the camper’s cookbooks I’ve bought that rely on dried foods advocate simply
bringing along various foods in bulk, so while you’re on your trip you can whip up whatever
strikes your fancy at the moment. While this sounds romantic, I don’t believe it’s practical except
perhaps for a large group or an extended trip. I prefer to figure out a complete menu plan in
advance, and to pack specific recipes into individual, labeled bags. That way, I know I’ll have
exactly what I need for each meal, and I won’t be carrying around extra staples I won’t use.
There are certain foods I do carry in bulk: cooking oil, butter, maple syrup, lemonade mix, coffee,
a little sugar and flour, and seasonings. But because I’ve made a specific and detailed menu
plan, I know approximately how much of these staples I’ll need.I recommend packing the dried
ingredients for individual dishes in plastic zipper-type bags or special vacuum-sealed bags.



Freezer-weight zipper bags and vacuum bags are heavier than regular-weight plastic bags, and
are more resistant to punctures. Plus, they won’t melt when you pour boiling water into them, and
so are an ideal container for reconstituting dried vegetables. Write the name of the recipe and
trail instructions on the empty bag with a fine-point permanent marker (Sanford Sharpies work
well; check at an office-supply store). Sometimes, a recipe in this book will call for additional
ingredients like seasonings that are placed into a small plastic bag and sealed with a twist-tie (I
use Baggies sandwich bags); add this sealed bag to the zipper or vacuum bag with the rest of
the ingredients so everything is together. If using a zipper bag, roll it up from the bottom (label-
side out) to squeeze out as much air as possible before sealing the zipper top; the rolling also
provides an additional layer or two of plastic around the food, making punctures and spills less
likely. Vacuum bags are sealed with a special vacuum machine, available at most discount
retailers in the housewares department. The rolled or vacuumed bags stow easily in the food
pack.You may want to further organize your food pack by putting all of the prepared bags into
three differently colored nylon stuff sacks—one each for breakfasts, lunches or snacks, and
dinners. That way, you can find the proper bag fairly easily, without strewing the other pre-mixed
meals all around the campsite (this is particularly helpful when the weather is nasty; you don’t
have to expose all your food bags to the rain while you dig for the one you want).Carrying Fresh
Meat, Vegetables, and FruitsIf you plan on bringing fresh meat for the first day or two of your trip,
buy it several days in advance of your departure. Re-package the meat to eliminate styrofoam
trays, cardboard boxes, or other unnecessary and bulky packaging. Vacuum packing is ideal for
this, or you can use freezer paper and other common supplies. Wrap steaks, chops and the like
in freezer paper (shiny side in) and seal with freezer tape; pack ground meats or loose items like
chicken thighs in a plastic zipper bag, and overwrap with freezer paper. Freeze the meat in a
single layer in the coldest part of your freezer for at least a day. Wrap the frozen meat well in
several layers of newspaper, and tuck it into the center of your food pack just before you leave.
Depending on the weather and the time of your departure, the meat will be thawed and ready for
cooking by your first night’s camp, or possibly the next day. Beef or venison keeps better than
pork; chicken and turkey are more prone to spoilage than either beef or pork. Fish and seafood
are the most perishable of all meats. Whole cuts like steak retain their wholesomeness longer
than ground meat.Smoked meat keeps better than untreated fresh meat, so you can carry
bacon, real smoked ham (not the stuff that’s been injected with smoke flavoring; might as well
not eat ham!), Canadian bacon, and cold-smoked sausages like hard salami longer than plain
meats. Note that raw “fresh” sausages like pork links spoil as quickly as hamburger. Jerky keeps
without refrigeration for a month or more, and can be used to provide meat on a lightweight, non-
refrigerated trip; however, you need to soak it for a long time if you plan to cook it rather than just
eating it out-of-hand. Smoked fish doesn’t keep as long as dry salami, unless it is smoked to the
point of becoming fish jerky (actually, salmon jerky is wonderful if you can find it).Some fresh
vegetables and fruits travel better than others. Hard, non-refrigerated vegetables like potatoes,
onions, and winter squash work well if weight isn’t a problem. Carrots travel well, but become



limp after a few days in warm weather if unrefrigerated. Broccoli, corn-on-the-cob, cauliflower
and the like are OK for the first night out, but wilt and get funky after that. Cucumbers travel
surprisingly well if bleach-treated first (see below) and stored in a crush-proof container like your
coffeepot. Apples and oranges are good fresh fruits for campers (again, if weight and bulk aren’t
a problem); soft fruits like bananas and peaches are a disaster, and shouldn’t be considered
unless you’re car-camping or living in a mobile camper. Another tip: buy your fruits and
vegetables unrefrigerated (or grow them yourself); they’ll last longer than produce that came
from a refrigerated case.I first read about treating fresh vegetables with bleach in Cliff
Jacobson’s Boundary Waters Canoe Camping With Style, and it really works! He recommends it
for tomatoes and green peppers, and I’ve also used it very successfully with cucumbers. His
formula is to simply immerse washed, whole vegetables in a sinkful of cold water to which you’ve
added about one-eighth cup of regular chlorine bleach. Soak the vegetables for a few minutes,
then dry before packing (I air-dry the vegetables on a rack to avoid removing the bleach water;
he dries them with a towel). Wrap each vegetable in a piece of paper toweling and pack in a
crush-proof location; wash before using. Vegetables treated in this way will last a week or more
on a camping trip; untreated vegetables get soft spots and begin rotting in about two days.Eggs,
Cheese, and Other ProteinsAt least once on each camping trip, I like to indulge myself with a
breakfast of bacon and real eggs. I also usually carry fresh eggs to use as a wash for pan-fried
fish. Fresh eggs last for a week on the trail with no further treatment, unless it is extremely hot;
then, I wouldn’t push it beyond two or three days. If you can buy eggs unrefrigerated directly from
a farmer (or take them from your own hens!) so much the better; like fruits and vegetables, eggs
that have never been refrigerated last longer than those that have been chilled.I’ve read about
coating eggs with vegetable oil or paraffin wax, and also about dipping them in a sodium silicate
solution (known as water glass; available at winemaking supply stores and at some
pharmacies). These methods seal the shell, preventing spoilage by air. I’ve never tried any of
these techniques, but if you’re going to be out in hot weather and really want fresh eggs, you
might want to give one of them a shot.Carry fresh eggs in the original container if it’s cardboard;
the container can be burned after the eggs are gone. Styrofoam containers shouldn’t be burned,
and have no place in the wilderness. Camping-supply stores also sell little plastic “egg safes”
that carry 6 or 12 eggs. These work well, but once they’re empty, they are sort of a nuisance to
carry. For safety, place the cardboard container or the egg safe in a plastic zipper bag; if one of
the eggs breaks, you’ll be glad you did. If I’m packing for a shore lunch away from base camp
and I want an egg for fish breading, I’ll wrap the egg in a paper towel, then place it in the water
cup of my nesting cook kit until lunchtime.Egg shells don’t burn very well in a campfire unless it’s
extremely hot. Rinse them and crush finely, then scatter well away from camp in an area where
birds can find them. Or pack out the empty shells with your other garbage.Powdered eggs are
available at camping-supply stores; they’re also called “scrambled eggs”. I use them not only for
omelets, but also in many recipes in this book. The taste and texture are no match for the real
thing, but the convenience is unbeatable. Once a package of powdered eggs has been opened,



keep it refrigerated and try to use it fairly soon, to retain optimum quality.
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John H. Henderson, “If I could only have one book on camp cooking, this is it. I read many
reviews and purchased a couple of books on camp cooking, and if I were only allowed to have
one, this is it. When looking for books on camp cooking, one must align their type of camping
with that addressed by the book. This book is subtitled CAMP COOKING FOR CANOEISTS,
HIKERS AND ANGLERS. The rather varying needs of these types of people are well addressed.
The canoeist, or someone camping by car, will carry more pots and pans than the hiker, but with
over 150 recipes, all can find something. My wife and I currently only camp by car, but hope to
start camping by kayak, and this book was right down our alley. The recipes are good and are
rather "normal" foods like you'd have at home. (Some camping books promote some pretty
strange things.) The emphasis is on preparation at home, using ingredients that are light, easily
packed and travel well. Most of the recipes require a little more preparation time and are more
sophisticated than what you'll find in other books. (If you want quickly prepared, but plainer
(stranger?), meals for hiking, see BACKCOUNTRY COOKING by Miller.) The opening chapters
discuss the selection of camping food ingredients, and includes a substantial description of
home drying which rivals the information in books devoted exclusively to the subject such as
HOW TO DRY FOODS. You will probably find having a home dehydrator will be beneficial to get
the most from this book. The author describes selection of camp cooking equipment such as
stoves, cookware and eating utensils, and briefly discusses camping over an open fire, or with
some of the camp ovens available, although most of the recipes are for a camping stove. Then
there are ten chapters of recipes, such as "Soups," "Breakfast," "Main Dishes," and
"Beverages." Each recipe is marked by icons indicating how many pots are needed, if the
ingredients are readily available at grocery stores, whether it requires home drying, or if it
requires canned foods. Clear black and white photos are interspersed throughout the book, and
there are two sections of color photographs. I found the first part of the book to be very valuable
on its own. By knowing how to prepare ingredients for camping, such as clarifying butter, you
can adopt your own recipes or dry mix foods for camping. I tried the upside-down sloppy Joes
and beef stroganoff, and later, my wife informed me that mixes were available in the grocery
store, so rather than collect all of the ingredients called for in the recipe, I adopted the prepared
mixes. Unlike some other camp cook books that rely heavily on freeze dried foods sitting in
some general store in the wilds of Colorado somewhere (or require mail ordering), most
ingredients are available at the average supermarket (although despite seemingly having
EVERYTHING by Knorr, my local Publix does not seem to have the mushroom SAUCE [not
GRAVY] called for by the beef stroganoff recipe!). If you only want one book on camp cooking,
want to be rewarded with a satisfying meal, and don't mind a little preparation in camp, this is the
book to have. It will take many years of camping to try all of the recipes in this book that interest
us.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “Great camp cooking!. One of the joys of camping is good food eaten and
prepared outdoors.This book is a treasure. The recipes rely very little on commercial processed
food. It is not a "dump a can of this and add a can of that" cookbook. Some of the recipes do
require home-preparation.We dry and vacuum seal vegetables for the recipes. Some of the
vegetables require blanching before drying. Some of the meat requires cooking before
drying.The results are worth it. A great healthy meal that can be reduced to the size of
salami.Our favorites are turkey tetrazini and beef stroganoff. Both are delicious. While I am
writing this, we have carrots and beets drying for the borscht recipe while will be new for
us.Highly recommend if you want to eat well while camping.”

Mindy, “Move away from over-priced freeze dried meals!. I've purchased two of these books -
one for a gift and one for myself. I intend to purchase at least two more for gifts. I have several
camping and backpacking recipe books and this is my favorite!! I've tried several of the recipes.
The recipes are easy to follow and each has turned out tasting great! I've even adapted the
recipes for home use as well. When I'm outdoors, I crave hearty meals with savory tastes, and
these recipes meet those needs. I appreciate being able to make up meals in advance of a trip
and having simple instructions to prepare them in camp. If you're ready to move away from
tasteless, small portioned, freeze-dried meals, this is a great source. If you're someone who is
prepping for emergencies, this is a great source. I highly recommend this book!”

Lincoln County MT, “Enjoying this book despite cold miserable summer so far:))). Enjoying this
book and another similar one. I'm always looking for new approaches to good food on the road
not just on the trail. We want to travel lighter and yet some of us enjoy good food too not to
mention more healthy foods. I hate the pre-made everything or fancy soup mixes because they
are loaded with salt. I'm sensitive to salts due to edema and meniers problems so this does
matter. Making your own from scratch and thinking outside the box and boxes literally here really
is worth making this a hobby of sorts. We do...and this is just a good starter book if not an
addition worth having in your arsenal of books for ideas and creative tools to get you going in the
right direction. Covers a lot of foods not just limited to one type or style. Breaks down in easy to
understand format. I'm enjoying it as a quick read for now. May return to it in more detail to try out
specific recipes and slight variations on a few later. For now it's just reading material due to a
cold late start to summer fun up here. NO river floating for now as it's still in run off and lots of
snow in the high country is going to keep it there. Hiking is also on hold as the high
country....snow chutes and some roads are still closed not to mention hike paths themselves as
you get higher...I do recommend this book for those who do enjoy packaging their own foods
together. There are tons of sources these days for freeze dried peas and vegi's and fruits that
didn't use to exist. So these types of books are wonderful and helpful. I never follow a recipe to
the T...always changing it up or using it as an idea platform. In this case....keeping it light or
lighter even works better.”



Malt, “I Want to Go Camping. What a find this book is! I like to go camping but the prospect of
figuring out what to eat always stops me cold. And I hate pre-fab food! The author covers every
aspect of cooking for camping -- the planning, preparing, purchasing tips, shortcuts, techniques
and storage. It is written in an easy to follow narrative style. Like your knowledgeable and
interesting friend is sharing her wisdom from much experience and research. The pictures are
clear and the symbols are a great help for navigating. The diversity of recipes is inspiring. Even
though this book has been printed traditionally I can tell it has been formatted and updated for
the Kindle. There is a lot of attention to details like style and links for searching.”

Philip Mitchell, “Great resource for back-woods campers. Used it 2 years in a row for a 1 week
canoe trip with 3 other guys. We loved (most of) the recipes, and they were all extremely filling.
Sadly, the dried potatoes don't re-hydrate well for us. The only other issue was sourcing the
Butter Buds and the egg powder. Ova Easy stopped producing Canadian-friendly labels earlier
this year (and thus cannot ship here). I have never seen Butter Buds or any form of powdered
butter here. Thankfully I was able to find a distributor of Thrive brand that could ship here.
Otherwise all of the ingredients are easy to find or prepare.The Kindle edition is usable, but a
little cumbersome to navigate through quickly. The paperback is easier to navigate, but it really
needs to be spiral-bound, as it's impossible to hold it open while measuring out ingredients.
Sadly, most cookbooks make this mistake.”

The book by Teresa Marrone has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 31 people have provided feedback.
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